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Linear-Quadratic Discrete-Time Control
and Constant Directions*
DAVID J. CLEMENTST and BRIAN D. 0.ANDBRSONS
Constant directions can be d e f i for the most general form of linear-quadratic
minimization problem Many characterizations of them can be given, including
algorithmsfor their construction.
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Summarg--The Sneral linear-quadratic discrrtefimc m&m&
ation problem is studied, in which no restdctions a n placed on
tbesingularityorqthe~ofccRainmWs.ortheapwrauffi
of cross-product tumS in the pmfDrmanffi indim Constant
directions.ars obaracmizd in a number of ways, and an
algorithm is presented for replacing a prescribed pmblem with
constant direnio~sby one d lower slate andlor conhol
illmcn~ion,lacking. milsfant dkdona. The replacement is
acbievcd using a s e i i ol state and input wordinate basis
changcg and allows simpWication of the calculations obtaining
the optimal contml law and perrormmffi.indsxd t k original
problem.

1. lNTRODUCTION
IN comuovs-time, the general bearquadratic

control problem is called sinklar if the weighting
matrix of the'controls in tfieintegrand of the cost'is
singular anpheie within the time interval of
interest. In 'such cases, the Riccati equation naturally associated'witfi this problem iis not well
defined, so an alternative approach to solving the
problem is required.
In [17 it is shown that a singnlar control problem
can be solved in terms of another control problem,
ag& of a bear-quadratic nature and possibly
singular, but of lower state and/or lower control
space. dimersion. This reduction procedure is
continued until one of three possible terminating,
problems is obtained: a nonsingular problem, or
one with zero state dimension, .or one with zero
control dimension. Each of these terminating
problems can be solved in a straightforward
m e r ; the solution of the originally given control
problem can then be simply canstructed
Moreover, in. cirryiig out any state dimension
reductioq it becomes evident t k t part of the
optimal cost depends on the coeflicient matrices of
the'problem, excluding the terminal weighting
matrix, in & identifiable way.
In contrast, it is well known that for any d i i e t e
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time linear-quadratic optimal control problew
regardless 'of the singularity or otherwise of any
matrices in-thecost, the associated Riccati equation
k well .defined and may be solved in a straightforward manner to yield-a solution of the optimal
control problem. As such, the concept of singularity
is apparently meaningless for- discrete-time pr*
blems.
As mentioned above, one possible, though not
nrxwky, consequence of singulatity in
continuous-time$ theidenacation of blocks of the
matrix defining the performance index from knowledge 0f.W tc&kient matrices only. It is this idea
that has been studied in-the context of thediscretetime linearquadratic control problem and. the
associated Riccati QuatGon in [2],[3]. There the
concept of a wiistait.direction is.introduceQ &g
a direction in which the solution of the Rimti
equation is, &st, constaut (except for a
transient period), and second, independent of the
terminal weighting ma*. In [Z], the multi-input
constant coefiiciint
is considered for a r e
stricted class of coefficient matrices, where the
nature of the restriction is dacribed in Section
There, the approach is to identify all constant
directions of ail orders and then to reduce the
dynamic order of the Riccati equation away from
the final transient period. Also introd*
in [2] iS
the ideaof a state being taken to zero o p W l y on
an interval as a way of characterizing a constant
direction. In this paper, this idea also proves to be
useful.
Work related to that in [21 was reported in [4]
where the dual of the wntrol problem, that of
covariance factorization, is studied. These authors
considered only scalar covariances, which corresponds to assuming a scalar input in the control
problem formulation. Nonstationary covariances
are studied, and to handle the timevarying case, thk
idea of a constant direction is extended and called a
degenerate direction.
The contributions of this paper are two-fold..
Primarily, we study in detail the question of
characterizing all constant directions for an arbitrajdiscrete-time linear-quadraticcontroiproblem.
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Thisgeneralizescorrespondingresultsin[2] though
where Cx(K),x(Kf I), ...,x(N)] is the trajectory of
(2.1) generated by UN,-'and x,.The mattices Q, C,
our method* are somewhat different Secondarily,
R and S are ofappropriate dimension, with Q,Rand
we obtain results analogous to'thosefor thegeneral
S symmetric. (No definiteness assumptions are
continuous-time singular linear-quadratic control
made.)
Also define
problem. In particular, from the weflicient matrices
we constmct a mauix which plays the role of the
[xx,,q= inf vN-,[xX,u:--',S1 (2.3)
control weighting matrix in continuous-time. That
N-K
$-I
is, singularity of this matrix allows the originally
given problem to be solved in terms of the solution
of another control problem but with lower state
The discretetime liiearquadratic control problem
and/or lower control dimension. Moreover, a
is stated in two parts.
reduction procedure which terminates in one of
1. Find necessary and sufficient conditions for
threecontrolproblems can bedefmed. Each of these
V,_,[x,,U;-',S]
to be bounded below, inde
terminating problems, a nonsingular problem, a
pendently of Ug-', for each x, and each K
z v o state dimension problem and a zero control
=&I, ...,N-1.
dimension problem can be solved simply; the
2. If these conditions bold, determinesolution to the ariginally given problem can.be
V a - J x , , a an4 if it exists, a control sequence
computed by trachg.back through the reduction
UzN-' depending on x, such that
procedure.
An outline of the paper is as follows. Section I<
reviews the general discrete-time control problem.
In Section XU,we cha~acten'~-constaat
directions
completely interms of being taken tozerooptimally
say that the
As a matter of terminology, we
i n j s t e ~for
s some teminal weighdng matrix and as
control problem has a solution on
for
vectors in the range of a certain matrix. Id Section
ted
weightmg matrix if and are solvable.
IV, state. dimension reduction is demonstrated
solution to ~s problem is sumprovided I-constant directions exist. The results of
maris*
Theorem 2,1.
notations M V I L X s ,
the p=ecedingsectiomwe c o ~ ~ ~ k S ~toi o nX&,(>O)
V
denote respe&vely
space, Moorederive an algorithm which SolveS any. singular
penrosepseudeinverse, nonnegative @ositive)&discrete-time control problem, -making qse of
finiteness
matriXX.
computationalsimplificationsarisingfrom constant
Theorem 21. The control problem has a solution
d i i o n existence. Section Vi contains brief conon [O, N ] if and only if the symmetric matrices
cludhg remarks, including mention of w d o n s
with the Silverman structure algorithm [5,63 q d
P(i+ lt, i - N - 1, N-2,. . 0 satisfy
the recently deve1op.d 'fast' methods for Riccati
equation solution of &&th and his coworkers [7].
.
B'P(i+l)B+ RZO
i=O,. ..,N 1 (2.4)

v*

,

ro,m

.,

-

E RBVlEW OF UNE4R-QUpDRATIC

M(B'P(~+~)B+R)EM(A'P(~+~)B+C)

CONTROL

On the
system

lK fl consider the dmamic

with P(i), i=N-1,.
. Riccatiequation

..,0 defined recursively by the

where x ( l ) R",
~ u(i) exm.'Let Ug-' be a control

-[A'P(i+l)B+CJ[EP(if 1)B f R]'

sequence

x [A'P(i+l)B+CI:

and assign to the initial state x,, control sequence
Ug-' and terminal weighting matrix S, the cost
functional

P(N)=S.

If P(i) is so def~ned,then the control seqnence

Vy-' defined by

Linear-quadratic discrete-time:controland coxistant directions
achieves the infimumfor each K KO,. ..,N - 1. That
is, .

The necessary and sufficient conditions (2.4) which
P(i+l), i ~ 0 , N-1 must satisfy motivate the
following def~tion.

...,

and the cost as

where

Defmition 2.1. The set of allowable weighting
matrices, denoted by 9,is theset of n x n symmetric
matrices Ssuchthat B'SB +R 20 andJY(B'SB+ R)
sN(AISB+C).

R m w k 21
(a) When we wish tcimake the dependenceof P(i)
on the terminal weighting matrix S E Y explicit, we
shall miteP(i,S) forP(i).
(b) The set 9 is open upwa;ds in the sense that
S, €9and S Z S , implies S E X as the reader can
easily verify.
(c) Should P ( i + 1 ) + 9 for some i=O, ...,N-1,
then V$- ,[xi, Sj = cc, for.at least one -x,. 'If P(i
+ 1 ) ~ 9 ,then
.
the solutiod .P(i) of the Riccati
.equation (25). may also be characterized as the
maximal symmetric solution of

Consequently, if the control' problem associated
with (2.1) and (2.2) has a solution on [O,Nj for
terminal weighting S theh P(N-2,s) is given by

-

'

This factwill be usedin thedevelopmentofthestatespace reduction procedure in Section IV.
The pr&g
discussion is the standard a&
proach. for solving the tiear-quadratic control
problem in that P(N -i,S) is determined by
separate m i u ~ t i o mover each of the wntrols
u(N-1), u(N -2), ....u(N- i) respectively. Howeveqit is possible to caIculateP(N i,S) directly by
minimk&g with .respect to an extended control
vector

For convenience, we call the abbve the.2nd stage
control problem, with terminal weighting S.
In general, suppose the*j stage control problem
with terminal w~ghtingS has been defined in terms
of quantities &, BeB &, C,,, 4)and %(f); the?
the (j+l)lh stage control problem with terminal
weighting S is defined in terms of the quantities

-

provided we suitably define the dynamics.and the
cost.
In particular consider i=2 and the interval [N
-2,N-j. From (2.1) and (2.2) forK=N-2, we can
virite the dynamics as

Now itiscleai tliat ifthe wntrolproblemassociated
with (2.1) and (2.2) hw a solution on [O,M
then the
jmstage wntrol.problem with terminal weighting
P(i+j,SJ defiiied by
x(i+j)=Aox(i)+Buuul(i)
and

where

(2.13)
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has a solution for all [i, i+jlc[O,NJ and conversely. Moreover,
P(i,s)=A~,P(i-tj,S)Ab,+'?,

-CAI,PP(i+j, S)Bb,+ CbJ

Defmition 3.2121. We say that a can be taken to
zero optimally injsteps for S=Sifandonly if there
exists a control sequence U i I j ' such that the
corresponding trajectory of (2.1) satisfies x(N-j)
=aandx(N)=O,and

x [~b$'(i+j, S)B,+R,]'

x [AhP(i+j, S)Bo)+Cb,l'

(2.15)

with an optimal control u&(i) obviously equivalent
to the optimal sequence Uy+J-'. Moreover, exis-.
ten- ofthe optimal control implies the following
generaliition of (24):

Existence also implies that

but we shall make more use of (216). .
By setting i+j=N, (215) becomes an equation
for P(N-j,S). Of course, calculation of P(N-j, S)
using the jd stage f6rmulation is highly inefficient.
Nevertheless, it is of theoretical intere%t,.inthat, as
will later be evident, the 1-constantdirections of the
Th stage control problem are identicai to the jconstant Cuections ofthe original control;probIem.
(See the next section for a definition of j-constant
directions)

IU. CONSTANT DIRECTIONS-BASIC PROPERTIES
As in [2], we formalize the notion of a &nstant
direction
'

Defmition 3.1. Suppose l35i-f-1. The nvector a is called aj-constant direction of (2.5) on
COm
, ifand only if~(i~)aisindependent
ofthoses
in Y for which a solution to the optimal control
problemexists and of i for i=.O, 1,. ..,N -1.
Denote the set of j-wnstant dirktions by I j .
Clearly, each.Zj.is a hite-dimmional linear space
and is therefomcompletelydescribed by a finite szt
of linearly independent vectors. Moreover, for 1sj
SN-Zit isimmediatethat I,,, 21,.
It is of interest to have available various
alternative characterizations of j-constant directions. Onesuch characterizationinvolves thenotion
of a state being taken to zero optimally in j steps,
which we now define precisely.
For eachj with 1G S N 1, consider the control
problem withdynamics andcost asin (21) and.(2.2),
restricted to the interval [N-j,N, with coefficient
matrices A, B, Q, C and Rand terminal weighting
matrix S. Suppose that this control problem has
initialstate x(N -j)=a.

-

'

(An equivalent definition in terms of the stage
control problem of (2.13) and (2.14) is obviously
possible).
In [2],it is shown that the j-constant directions
are completely characterized by the property of
being taken to zero optimally in j steps for zero
terminal weighting matrix when C-0, R-0, Q 50,
SBO and A is invertible. Moreover, the I-constant
directions can not only be characterized in this form
but also simply as the range of the matrix A-'B,
whiIe the j-wnstant directions are related to thenull
space of a matrix (defined in 121). The remainder
of this seaion is concerned with the extensions of.
these results to control problems with coeffieent
matrices which are arbitrary save that a solution to
the control problem exists on
for some
terminal weighting matn. SEY. Theorem 3.1
below contains the main result; it is preceded by
several lemmas.
Define the (n+jm)x (n+jm) dimensional matrix

[O,w

Lemma 3.1. Suppose w,,,cM(&) and partition
&,I where a is n-dimensional and i6
jm-dimensional. Then if the control problem has a
solution 04 [O,N for terminal weighting matrix S,
we have
p?i,s)a=~~,a+C~P,
foreach i=O,l, ...,N-j.
(3.2)
w;, as [a'

'Proof.Since w,, eN(Am)we have

A,,a+B&,=O

and C;,,a+Rb,Pb,=O.

(3.3)

Postmultiply (2.15) by 4 and use (3.3) to obtain
P(i,S)u= Ab,(i+j,S)A,,,a+

Qmu

-CNb&i +j, SIB, + C&l
x [B:B;,P(i+j,S)Bo~iRb;l'
x [Abs(i tj,S)B,,

= -A',P(i+j,

+ CtiJ'u

S)B,B,+

%,a

+CAh,P(i+j, S)Bb,+ Cwl
x [BL,P(i+j, S)B,+RJ'

x [B;p(i+j,S)B,,+RdSb3.

:control and constant directions
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By hypothesis, the control problem has a solution
for terminal weighting - S. Therefore conditions
(216) hold for each[i,i+jl c[O,Nl and so wnsequently does the identity
for any control sequence Ui:;, !ml-mefore for
any optimizing control sequence U,-,. associated
with terminal weighting S, Now,

Substituting(3.4) in the above we obtain (32)
Remark 3.1. It is possible that there could ejrist
twodifferent vectors . .

C6mequently, i*(N)=O since SzS,. This proves
(a). Part (b)followstrivially.
Parts (a)and (b) of the above lemma yield:
Corollary 3.1. Suppose that q?[a,q =Y;I[u, Sol
for a aate a and all S 2 So for some S,e 9,
Thenu
can be'taken to zero optimally in j steps for aU S

both in NfA6,). Then 8m.-&,,~~(%Q]');
>so.
using this fact and (Z16x it follows that alsa b6,
-Po, E N(C6,). In such acircumstance,there are in
It is important to note that in Corollmy 3.1 the
sense superfluouscontrols. W i d e r the casej= 1.
minimum norm optimal contro1.k not guaranteed
Then we can reduae the dimension of the control
to take a to zero optimally in j steps for S Z So but
spaceby the nullity
[E Ry. For if [ B Rl' IS
', not
S$S,. This does .not invalidate the result of
~
of fullcblkrank, we can change ~ e c o n t r o l ~ Corollary
3.1, however, because Definition 3.2 only
basis so that
requires some op*
control to take a to zero in j
D
steps, not necessarily the minimum norm control.
By way ofaconverse to this corollary, we have the
following:
where [B; Rill' h& full column rank; and since

we can conclude that C bas the form [C, 01.
Consequently,the final p components of the control
play no part in the control problem.
If the controlproblem has asolution on [O,W for
terminal weighting So it also has a solution on
[O,W foreach terminal weighting-S satisfyiig S
$So. Thui, from Lemma 3.1 and under the
hypothesis of this lemma, we can assert that

K*[& sl = YE@Sol
,
for each S z S oand any k=j,.. .,N.Thenextlemma
explores the consequences of such an equality of
performance indioes for a state a and somej.
Lemma 3.2 Suppose that ?*[a, S] = q*[a,So]
for a statea and all S 2 So,for some SoE 9.
Then for
S> So, with the overbar indicating t h e terminal
weighting matrix S is beingconsidered, we have
(a) Y8(N)=0 for m y optimal control sequenci

w-5'associated with S,

(b) ?*[a, Sl =qLa,O$!;

szs,:

S7 =~ L GSol
, for'all

~ e k 3.3.
a Suppose that a can be taken to zero
optimally in j steps for some SO€9.
Then a can be
taken to zero optimally inj steps for all S&Soand

ProoJIt iseasilychecked that thecontrol takings
to zero optimally for SoEYalso is optimumforallS
. .
,&So.
We have shown that the null vectors of &j
determine states which can be.taken to zero
optimally. Let us now check thereverse ofthis id*

ternma 3.4. Suppose that a can be taken to zero
optimally in j steps for all S 2 S o where So is some
element of SP.-Thenthere exists a vector b,, such
for
that wmeN(k,)

Proof: With terminal weighting matrix SZS,,
Lemma .3.2 implies that a can be taken to zero
optimally in j steps with any optimizing control
U;'!r1 or equivalently u&(N -j). In particular, one
such optimizing control is the minimum norm
control
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and therefore since X*(N)=O we have

NOW,SEYand so the identity (3.4) holds for
P(i+I,S)= $ which together with (3.6) implies

In this section, we havenoi singled out 1-constant
directions for special attention. This we shall do in
tbenext section since it is the 1-constantdirections
that are most easily found [.N(&,,) is easier to
compute that N(A,)], and, as it turns out, jconstant directions can be found by computing 1constant directions for a collection of problems.
N.STATE SPACE DIMENSION REDUCTION
In this section, we assume that the matrix [B' Rl'

Hence, with/Jm=G&(N-j), (3.6) and (3.7) become

and

which completes the proof ofthelemma.
We can summarize the preceding results as
follows:
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that the solution to the
control problem exists on [O,W for some terminal
weighting S. Then the foUowing statements are
equivalent.

has full column rank or, equivalently, aU superfluous controls have been eliminated. Then we
know that thedimension ofIl equalsthenullity of A
=A,,,; let thisnumber be 1. We willnow show that if
there are nontrivial 1-constant directions, i.e. 120,
then the state space dimension can be r e d u d by I,
and a related control problem can be delined on the
interval [ 0 , N - l ] rather than [0,:0,1V1.Moreover,the
solution of the Riccati equation and the optimal
controls on [O,w are simply related to thosefor the
reduced &atedimension problem on [O,# - 11.
is to choose a
The first stage in the
basis of the state space to display the constant paTts
ofthe matricesP(i,S),i=Q ...,N-1.Chooseas a
basis of the state space {a,, .,ax) arbitrarily, save
that {uD-,+,,. ..%I spans I,. With this state space
basis, we have

..

(a) ais ajsonstant direction bf (2.5) on [O,NJ..
(h) a can be taken to zero optimally inj steps for
allS~9.
(c) T h k exists w,, e M (A,,)

wi& w b =[a' PI,].
(d)'E&trictedfom of (a)]. For some So& and
allsys,, i r ; [ ~ q ~ = ~ r ~ r , s ~ i .
(e) [r&tded fomiof (b)]. a canbe taken tozero
optimally inj steps for some So€9.
Moreover, should any of the above hold, my
optimal.wntro1associatedwith an S €9such that
S -qI € 9for some? z 0 takes ct to zero.

ProoJ The implications (a)*@), (e)*(d)&
@)*(a) follow from Corollary 3.1, Lemma 3.3,
Lemma 3.4 with Corollary 3.1, and Lemma 3.1
respectively. Finally, (b)+(e)is trivial. Tbefinal part
of the theorem is aconsequenceof Lemma 32. This
completes the proof.
We a h have the following simple consequence of
parts (a) and (c) ofheorem 3.l'and Remark 3.1.
Theorem 3.2 Suppose the control problem has a
sotution on [4N7 for some terminal weighting 8.
Then the space ofj-constint diiections 1, equals the
range of Wj, whet&

is 'a basis matrix for M(AL3). Moreover, the
dimension of I,equalssj -p, wheresjis the nullity of
Am and p, is the nullity of [BL;R&j'.

where P12 and Pzzare constant matrices indepen&ntofSandi=I ...,N-1.
By our assumption that [B' Ry has full columa
rank, we know that for each ai, i=n-l+l, ...,n
there exists a unique /J, such that

LetZbethemat+jxCB,+, ...Bn].PartitionQand
C conformably with P(i, S,) i.c, set
Q1l]

Q'IZ

Qzz

and C - g : ] ,

(4.2)

In this state space basis the result of Lemma 3.1
cannow be restated as
P,,=Q,,+C,Z

and P22=Q2Z+C1Z.
(4.3)

Thus, we have completely identified PI, and PZ2as
constant parts of P(i,S), i=O, ...,N-I.'Moreover,
the theory developed in Section 111says that no part
, of P I , (i,S) is independent of i=O,.. .,N-1 and
SEY, though some part may be for i=O,.. .,N -2.
(If some part of P,,(i,S) were independent for i

Linear-quadratic discretetime:controland constant directions

=O,. ..,N- 1 and S E ~there
, would exist a vector
in N ( A ) not in I , and this would be a wntradiction).
By virtue of (4.3), theevaluation of P(<S) via the
Riccati equation (2.5) on
clearly involves a
substantial amount of unnecessary calculation. It
would be of interest if we wuld show that

[O,w

could be computed via a Riccati equation for PI,
rather that P, presumably involving different A, 8,
Q, C and R Recall that the solittion to the Riccati
equation (25) is the maximal symmetric matrix
P(i,S) such that

for each j=O,
partitioned as

...;N-1 with P(N,S)=S.

251

and so it is dear that P,,(i,S) is the maximal
solution of the inequality (4.6). However we know
that an equivalentdefinitionis provided by ama&
Riccati equation

where p(i, S)=P,,(i, S), A=A,, (supposing A, is
partitioned as [ A i , A;,Y and the other hat quan:
tities are defied in terms of P,, P,, and the
original coefficient hatrices A, B, Q;C and R. v h e
precise ddulitions are hntained in the Append&)
Finally, we initialjze (4.7) with

Let us summarize what we have shown so far. If

With A

ihe Riccati quation (2.5) has a solution on [O,W
for terminal weighting ma* S, andif thenull space
of A has dimension equal to i, then,n,modnlostate
and controlspacebasis changes,the solution of (2.5)
on [0,
with P(N)= S is equivalent to the solution
of (4.7) o n [QN-l] with P(N-I,s)=P,,(N
-1, S) and with PI, and P,, defiied by (4.3) for i

a

thiscan then be written as

=o,

...,N-1.

To completethis section, we point out that (4.7)
can be associate& with a control problem, closely
related to and of the same fonn as that orisinally
given, but now involvinghat quantities and defined
on [O,N-11 rather than on [O,Nj. (This observation allows therelation ofoptimal~ntrolsfor
the
two problems). Suppose that the state and contra
bask are chosen as described a t the start of t&
section, and partition the statevariablexas [xixil'
withx, of dimension I. Defmenew.statcandcontrol
variables
Since the vectors w,form a basis matrix of N ( A )we

also have therelations
A,+BZ=O

and C;+RZ=O.

(4.5)

Taking note of these relations and (4.3), it is easy to
show that (4.4) is equivalent to

With this notation, it follows from the dynamics
oftheoriginal system (Z.I),from the definitions of 2,
B and from (4.3) and (4.5) that

Equation (4.8) constitntes the dynamics of a
reduced system on [O, N - I].
Similarly, on the interval.[O,N- 11 we can write,
the cost in terms of hat quantities only. Altogethep
then we can solve the control problem on the
interval [0, N] in terms of another control problem
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of lower state space dimension on the interval [O,N
-I]; whenever there exist nontrivial 1-constant
directions. [Knowing 0(0), x,'(O), x,(O),we obtain
u(0)from(4.8) and x, (I),x,(l)from Ax(0) tBu(0);
then knowingu'(l),x,(l),x,(l), weobtain u(1)from
(4.8). etc].
v. TOTAL R E D U ~ O NOF THE PROBLEM
Motivated by the results of the previous two
sections and results obtained for continuous-time
singular linear-quadratic control problems[l] we
make thefonowing defdtion.

for all S E Y and tzj. Thus, a is a j-constant
direction of (2.51,
Conversely, suppose that a is a j-constant
direction of (2.5) forj22. Write a'=[a', ail. Then
(5.3) holds for any izj and S s 9 . Therefore, (5.1)
holds for any izj and SEQ of the form
PI, (N-1, S). By Theorem 3.1, it is sufiicient to
show that (5.1) holds for all i & j and all $zs0for
some i(;g E 9.
First, we show that if SzS, EY,then

Definition 5.1. The optimal control problem is
called singular whenever A is singular. Otherwise, it
is called nonsingulai..
The results of SectionsUI and IV will now be tied.
together to show how agiven sid&ar control
pioblkin can be solved by constructing one bf three
possible terminating problems, a nonsingular problem, a m o state dimension problem or a zero
control dimension problem.
We aslume that if any controls ire redundant
they have been' &&ate& We further assume that
I, #{O} so t h a t . the stak dimension 'reduction
procedure +bed
in S d o n IV holds..

We argue by contradiction. Suppose that there
exists an x +0 such that

Lemma 5.1. suppose that the solution to thg
control problem exists on
for some terminal
weighting S. Assume that the state wordmate base
is chosen such that the reduction procedure of
Section I V may be applied Then withjz2, a is ajconstant.direction of the Riccati equation-(2.5)if
and only ifa, is a (if )-constant diredon of the
Riccati equation (4.7), where &=[a; a;], a, having
dimension L

Hence,

'

[O,w

ProoJ .Suppose that, a# is a if- 1)-constant
d i i d o n of the%ccatiequation (4.7)forj22. Then,
fiom' the defiqition of a cbnstait d&ection, and
noting that(4.7) is defined on [O,N -I], we have

independent of $ ~ g , - t h eset of weighting matrices
for which a s01ution to the reduced problem exists,
and all i&j.Then for a' =[& a;] for any &, and any
SEY.-

-

where 3 is of the form P1, (N 1,S). %yefore from
(5.1), which applies to all S E and
~ afortiori to
those of the form PG(N- 1,S),

For any Ssatisfying So 4 S

S, we have

and therefore

for all 9 such that So6 S6 S. Now since S2- So, an
argument similar to that in Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3
shows that

for any SzSo,evenif S s S does not hold. Therefore
( 5 2 ) for i= 1and Theorem 3.1 imply that [x'u;1'is a
1-constant direction, which is a contradiction. (In
view of the basis chosen, all l-coustant directions
have the form a= [O 63').
Thus, (5.1) holds for
S,=P,,(N-l,So)

and S=P,,(N-1.~1

with $>go. Again, an argument as in Lemmas 3.2
and 3.3 implies that (5.1) holds for all SZS+~.
Therefore, by Theorem 3.3, al is a fj-l)+mnstant
direction of (4.7) for j 2 2 . This compleq the proof
of the lemma
Hence$ the space of 1-constant directions is nonzero, the state space reduction procedure holds and
thej-constant directions,j22, of the o~Sginallygiven
problem become (j-1)-constant directions of the
reduced state dimension problem. Consider now the
repeated application of the idea of theabovelemma.
Suppose that a reduced problem is obtained via the
procedures of the last two sections.

Linearquadratic&mete-time control and constant directions
Now if this new problem is singular, we first
eliminate any unnecessary controls by Remark 3.1.
Then if f, +{a}, with TI the space of 1-constant
directions for the reduced state dimension problem,
we can again reduce according to Section I V .
Clearly, if at some stage in the above procedure we
obtain I, = (0)for one ofthe reduced problems, we
cannot proceed anyfurther. Now by Lemtha5.1 this
is equivalent to having I,=I,+,for some I in the
original problem. We will now show that I,=I,;,
for some 1 implies that 7
for every k22 in the
original problem. This ru-s that there is no way,
possibly using some other algorithm than that
presented, of eliminating further constant directions.
Since I,,, c I , + , for all kL2 wecould only have
I,,, #I,+, if there were (k+l)-constant directions
which were not (I+l>Eonstant directions for the
originalproblem, or k-wnsta.rit directions which
were not 1-constant directions for thereduced
problem. Since t&e reduced problem has no 1constant direction, the result will follow from the
followinglemma:

L e m 52. IfI, ={0), then I,= {Offor all k> 1.
Pro05 We argue by contradiction. Let j be tl
least value ofk> 1for which I,# {O). Let
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We now have enough information to describe a
procedure for solving any siogularlinearquadratic
control problem.
1. Determine the ndity of A, say s. If[B3RI'has
full rank proceed to 2. If not, eliminate any
unnecessary controls.
2. Let 1 =.;dim I,. If 1 =0,we have a non$ngularproblem. IfZ>O, reduce the state dimension by I as
described in Section IV. If I =n, we have a m o state
dimension problem. If I<wreturn tol.
3. Cycle through 1 and 2 until the procedure
terminates. This is guaranteed by the above theory,
and moreover, it is guaranteed that. dl of the
constant directions of the original problem are
determined in at most n applications of 1 and 2
4. Determine the solution of: the terminating
control problem and trace back through the
reduction procedure to construct the solution ofthe
originally given problem.
In the commonly occurring case of [A,B]
completely reachable, we carmot terminate with a
zero control dimension problem. This follows from
the fact that complete reachability is preserved
under our reduction procedure.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
F i t , we comment on relations with other work.
In [5,63, a 'structure algorithm' is presented,
pertinent to the case when

with a#O. By (2.121,

where

=v77'. Immediately, we see that

(5.5)

If Aa+Bp#O, there exists a 0- 1)-constant direction, which is acontradiction. So Au+B@=O.Then

and so by Remark 3 . l , ' y ~ K ( C ~ - , , )From
.
the
middle block row of (5.3, we have then

This shows that [a' PJ'sM(A),
tradiction.

again a a n -

The manipulations for eliminating superfluous
antrols, characterizing and eliminating lconstant
directions, and,identifying them with states which
can be taken to zero.optimally in one step are
equivalent to mauipulationsin [5, q.Thefullextent
of the parallels, and the point at which they break
down because of the nonnegativity requirement of.
[S, 6Jhas yet to beexp1ained.h [q,Chandrasekhar
type algorithms are suggested for sol'iing discrete-time control problems. These algorithms hinge on
updating square roots of P(i-1,s)-P(i). To the
extent that the presence of constant directions will
reduce the rank of these ~quar&roots, there would
seem profit in marrying the two sections. This
however will be intricate, since singular BfP(i)B+R
(as may arise given constant directions) may force a
need for adjusting.formulas of [g.
In El] results for
the time-varying lmearquadratic wntrol problem
are presented in detail. Howevei, for the derivation
of these results, certain constancy of rank assumptions are required on the interval of interest:These
assumptions might be thought of as a constant
structure requirement. A similar idea applies to the
extension of theconstant coefficientresultsobtained
in Sections 11-V to the timevarying case; see C41

D. J. CLEMENTS and B. D. 0.ANDERSON
wheresuch an idea has been used inconnection with
the generation of time-varying scalar eovariances.
Also, though we have confined our discussions to
control problems, we could equally well have
worked within a framework .of filtering and covariance factorization, as in (41. Combination of the
ideas of this paper ana of [4] win readily yield the
results.
The main contributionofthispaper is, we believe,
to have discussed properties of constant directions
in the context of the'most general Iiniar-quadratic
control problem. Constant directions
-~am- charactertedvi&henullspaceofaeertainmatri~interns of
optimal controIs yielding trajectories which terminate-in the zero state and in terms of wmtant
directions of a lesser index. Secondly, we have
shown how the existence of I-constant directions
may be exploited in solving an optimal .control
problem. They may be elimmated to yield a lower
dimension problem, the solution of which determines the soIution of the original problem, with
the adjunctionofcertain quantitiescomputed in the
conskudon of the lower dimension problem.
~
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